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You hold in your hand the Holy Grail for PSP aficionados—300 pages of ways to have even more fun with that little handheld powerhouse than the manufacturer intended. Use it as a hard drive. Surf the Web wirelessly. Play your own movies in the palm of your hand. Build your own battery pack. Run homebrew apps. And we're just getting started.
    Check out these hacks    

    Complete instructions for doing all these tricks with your PSP, plus a whole lot more     

	Run instant messaging and RSS     
	Play multiplayer games wirelessly     
	Make your PSP a music player     
	Enjoy a TiVo'd movie     
	Take documents with you     
	Read the comics     
	Back up and restore games     
	Change game backgrounds     
	Brew up your own applications     
	Find and run free downloads



About the Author
   Auri Rahimzadeh has been tinkering with computers ever since he was six years old and loves all technology. Auri collects computers and has been involved with many computer projects, including teaching computers alongside Steve Wozniak, co-founder of Apple Computer. Auri has written hundreds of articles on various computer technologies; has contributed to many standards including HDTV, DVD, and interactive television; and is the author of Geek My Ride, a book on geeking out cars, another ExtremeTech title also published by Wiley. Auri has also contributed to computer education for students across the country and has promoted technology awareness through the Indianapolis Computer Society, where he has served as president for three years. Currently, Auri is a software engineer and spends his free time programming, chatting at Starbucks, and going to Pacers games.
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Snow Leopard EditionO'Reilly, 2009
What’s going on with the Mac these days?

Apple was the only computer company whose sales actually increased during the recession. The Mac’s market share has tripled since 2005. And Mac how-to book sales are up about 35 percent over two years ago (woo-hoo!).

And then there’s the most significant statistic of...
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Photoshop Lightroom 2 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Take your digital photography to the next level by learning how to use Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 with Photoshop Lightroom 2 for Dummies! From how to install Lightroom and navigate the Lightroom interface to playing with advanced options like creating slideshows and sharing photos with friends and family, this easy-to-understand guide...
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Nutrition and Well-being a To Z; 2V.Macmillan Technical, 2004


	Nutrition is one of the most important factors that impact health in all

	areas of the lifecycle. Pregnant women need adequate food and health care

	to deliver a healthy baby who has a good birth weight and a fighting chance

	for survival. In many regions of the world, the infant mortality rate is very

	high, meaning that many...
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ASP.NET Site Performance SecretsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Do you think that only experts with a deep understanding of the inner workings of ASP.NET, SQL Server, and IIS can improve a website's performance? Think again - because this book tosses that notion out of the window. It will help you resolve every web developer's nightmare - a slow website - with angry managers looking over your...
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CMOS/BiCMOS ULSI: Low Voltage, Low Power (Prentice Hall Modern Semiconductor Design Series)Prentice Hall, 2001

	For upper level and graduate level Electrical and Computer Engineering courses in Integrated Circuit Design as well as professional circuit designers, engineers and researchers working in portable wireless communications hardware.This book presents the fundamentals of Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) and Bipolar compatible...
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A First Look at ASP.NET v 2.0Addison Wesley, 2003
Drawing on extraordinary insider access to Microsoft's ASP.NET development team, three renowned ASP.NET experts cover every key platform enhancement, from Master Page templates for standardizing look and feel to improved security and data- access controls. They go far beyond already published white papers and previews, presenting...
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